EADS/Airbus release their Q3/2011 financial results on 10 November 2011 in which they formally
confirm A340 program termination –
Equivalent to

131

actual A340-500/600 production series aircraft.

Q3/2011 EADS webcast : EADS/ Airbus financial director Hans Peter Ring said the company had
decided to abandon production of the A340, admitting: "We have accepted reality. We have not sold
any A340s for nearly two years."
Airbus Press Release – 10 November 2011

My witness statement in 2007 (A340 paragraphs 187-227) sets out, at paragraph 224.2, the third party
consensus forecast of 135 aircraft, similar to my guidance to PwC in early 2007, <only 4 more than the
final 131 above> and a further reduction from the 150 aircraft – subject to no A340 engineering
upgrade, confirmed in July 2006- - which I advised MAC’s Mssrs Edwards, Neill, Dekker and Butyniec on
19 Feb. 2006 (w/s paragraph.200) and reiterated on 8/9/10 Aug.2006 (PD22/23) & 14 Sept. 2006 (PD24).
Airbus Orders fell from 153 aircraft at 31 Jan 2007 to 130 a/c by 9 May - PwC Report/TSE public release.
FYI: EADS financial statements are audited by E&Y LLP and KPMG LLP
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<BL Observation – Note:A340 significiance to MAC finances as the largest asset for cash recovery in
MAC Balance Sheet (over C$44m at 31 December 2006) & my email to Mr Edwards (and Mr Dimma) in
Sept. 2007 with A340 illustrative examples on PwC “findings of fact” omissions/errors etc.
Please also note that Mr Edwards received a letter dated 4 December 2006 with a dossier which
contained DIR44 –UK Times article– 28 Oct. 2006 “End Looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancels
$4bn orders”. PwC UK and Canada, E&Y UK and Canada and every MAC Director had a copy of this
letter and document below. See also my Website Part D Exhibits 8.1-8.4 and oral evidence.
DIR44 –UK Times article– 28 Oct. 2006 “End Looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancels $4bn orders”.
: At the outset I told PwC about the Emirates cancellation of 18 A340 600 in late 2006 – click to listen
PwC audit Emirates accounts and you can read this in its April 2007 Annual Report – no A340
orders.
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This came as no surprise following the cancellation of the A340-500/600 Engineering Development
programme and the launch of the A350-1000 at the Farnborough Airshow in July 2006.
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The Judge is accessing his notes from the evidence at P441/442 by Mr Neill on 14 November 2007
following Mr Lynch QC’s second challenge to our junior counsel’s record of that UK court evidence
during 27 July 2009 (40-43)
Judge

“Did you provide Data from other Publications?” ……..

Mr Neill

Yes, it's now two years since this happened but I recall quite clearly, and Mr Little knows
this, that it was my practice to keep copies of all trade publication articles, documents, as
well as any forecast that we would make, this would be, the trade publications would be
Flight International and Aviation Week primarily, but other things, such as Air Transport
World and the likes. What I did was I handed the file, with as much of that data in it that I
had, I gave it to Pricewaterhouse. And I do not recall if the Teal presentations that I
referred to earlier were in that file or not.

As you have just read Mr Neill’s clear recollection of this “Data from other publications” was that in
March 2007 he provided PwC with his file of A340 press articles etc retained from Flight International,
Aviation Week and Air Transport World publications and perhaps others.(c) He could not recall whether
he provided the Teal Group external market presentation information.
These naturally gave a sense as to the A340 market/sales etc. at the relevant times (e.g. November 2005
= 4270), and (e.g. January 2006 = 4272-4) and (1 August 2006 = 4279 – part of conversation re PD22
with Mr Neill on 8 August 2006) whilst he provided his general aerospace industry perspective each
quarter in his briefings during the Earnings webcast calls – e.g. Page 2 of the Q2.2006 – 15 August 2006
where he briefed the industry equity analysts
“On top of that, there was the indecision that we had around the whole A350 program, and then the
final decision to go with what is now known as the A350 XWB as a competitor to Boeing's latest product.
They took pains in getting there and, in doing so, they sent a number of concerns back not only through
the investment community but through the supply chain as well, especially for those who had already
started working on the A350 program.
In Boeing's case -- different story. The story for the quarter was the strength of the order book for the
Boeing 787 that built through that period but also for the Boeing 777 as well. In fact, Boeing won the
bulk of the orders for twin-aisle airplanes and had, for the first time, some success that they could boast
about. We saw that at the Farnborough Air Show.” ………………………..in July 2006
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Also prior to my termination some relevant information / documents
Although PwC had access to my PC via Mr Dimma from January/February 2007 when PwC finally
provided to us “forensic CD copies of my PC contents” in mid April 2007 I extracted a substantive
number of emails / folder files (CD2) and we provided these to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma for delivery
to PwC (due to the specific terms of a Legal Undertaking demanded by PinsentMasons in April
2007.doc.3188/9) within 48 hours. A month later, PwC UK advised us they had still not received the CD2
– Both Mr Dimma and Mr Edwards had clearly failed to forward that CD2 to PwC. A further CD2 copy
was then sent directly by my solicitors, on my instruction, to PwC UK and PinsentMasons in May
2007.doc3207A refers to that.
NONE of the contents of those CD2 emails/folder files are mentioned or Exhibits in either of the PwC
Reports. The reader will have noted that the Final PwC report was published at the end of August 2007
after the seven-month C$3m “independent forensic investigation?” was commissioned by Mr Dimma. I
wrote specifically about this crucial subject and the broader PwC Final report to both Mr Edwards and
Mr Dimma on 11 September 2007 (Read receipt from both). (A few examples of those crucial omissions
(1) my 19 Feb 2006 email above -- on probable A340 -500/600 production build projections of 150
aircraft <also see my witness statement at paragraph.200> or
(1) Extract from my 19 Feb 2006 email

19 Feb 2006 - See below - estimate of 75 aircraft delivered + aircraft to build (max ) = 150 aircraft
/600 engines (MAX) based on sales campaigns
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Note that Mr Neill instructed the accountants to use a 40000 flying hours useful life before replacement on 14
March 2007 as part of the FY2006 audit process when faced with a production scenario of 135 aircraft.
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That 14 March 2007 (below) was not disclosed until the end of August 2009 - AFTER Mr Neill gave his evidence
and consistent with my production forecast guidance in January 2009 - and third party consensus – 135 a/c

EASA email dated 14 November 2011 with Airbus quote
“The Trent 500 Exhaust System has been certified for a fatigue life capability of 20Kcycle (equivalent to 100K flight
hours for average A340-500/600 mission type). It shall be noted that the results provided at the time of certification
showed the effect on ductility and on structural strength capability associated with thermal cycle exposure
representative of A340-500/600 specified thermal environment. The material allowable used to size the exhaust
system was based on these results.

Airbus has no tangible data or fact that may question the full life capability of the Exhaust System.
Therefore, Airbus confirms that there is no reduction of the original A340-500/600 exhaust design life
of 100.000 Fh.” Unquote
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Mr Rae of PinsentMasons LLP, on behalf of Mr Dekker, the MAC Chief Financial Officer described this
document /schedule for production and spares on 5 May 2009 as
“At a glance the assessment that would have been carried out by the auditors in order to satisfy
themselves that the accounting on this matter was appropriate.”

Quantities specified in the updated “Q4.2006 gross margin breakeven” as the A340:Summary of Best
Information Available for Production and Spares/Repairs at 31 December 2006. The column on the
right are the quantities (and prices) used in the Q4.2006 EAC. whilst the reader will observe in Mr
Dekker’s schedule under the left hand column heading % of Units Justification the “identical”
quantities information from FY2007-FY2021 for Trent 500/A340 Production of 60 + 661 = Sub-total =
721 and Spares and Repairs = 6 +166 = Sub-total = 172 to that contained and submitted to PwC and
E&Y in the Aeronca document 3605 dated 16 February 2007 referred to above was then to appear in
May 2009 (See my A340 Written and oral evidence at Report:P79-80 in April 2008 and further A340
document (doc3605A) – in May 2009 – with a comment from the Magellan UK solicitors in which they
state………
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This was superseded with a further disclosure on 8 June 2009 for increased production on 1 March 2007
MAC A340 forecasts - Aeronca Inc Aircelle A340 Program - Actual / Estimated Quantities
(Engine Sets) - 1 March 2007 (UK document 3605B/D to E&Y for FY2006 audit)
(and to PwC for "independent forensic investigation" - 3605 E/G) - Disclosed 8th June
2009
see also A340 my On the Record Document pages 98 - 99
1 March 2007 - (MAC Projected sales and build of almost 300 production A340 -500/600 aircraft
through to FY2016: of which the MAC Production Plan for 2010 = 29 aircraft or 116 engine exhaust
systems) . The lower schedule (1831A) is the representation made by MAC to E&Y in the Q4.FY2006
Estimate at Completion (EAC). As per the PwC report para 8.61 “The Q4 FY2006 EAC was also used by EY
for year-end audit testing purposes.” The Estimate at Completion (EAC) process/documents are the
MAC management “most reasoned view and likely outcome – oral evidence :Dekker” and showed in
this Q4.2006 EAC submission to the auditors E&Y and PwC an improvement over Q2.2006 of a $5.2m
loss to a miniscule $0.1m gross profit on $250m program revenues.
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Magellan “ Management’s “ Assertions on A340

(Neill – quantities …… Dekker – pricing)

In a separate paper I compiled and set out an analysis of the PwC report and the management assertion
contained within in relation to A340 quantities.
I found that PwC made five errors which cumulatively represent “forensic deceit”
1.
2
3
4

PwC basic mathematics errors
PwC logic – failed to use aircraft in service dates
PwC use wrong average annual flying hours
PwC used only ONE production build forecast (consciously ignoring the customer production plan,
6 other third party forecasts , A340-600 cancellations from airline customers which PwC audit,
general and specialist press publications and MAC Board approved 30 March 2007 Management
Discussion and Analysis, at page 14 (MD&A/AIF.p12) which states "The Corporation relies on
customers' delivery projections as well as external market forecasts to determine the number of units
over which to amortize non-recurring costs. Should deliveries not reach the number projected, any
unamortized balance that remains would then need to be charged to cost of revenues which could
have a material adverse impact on the Corporation."
5 Detail technical data for BETA21S materials
I now turn my attention to the A340 pricing and financial analysis done by PwC on the A340. Here I also
identify four points which likewise represent forensic deceit and a failure to basically audit and test the
documents and management assertion at PwC para 8.62B.
1. Revenue increases from Q2-Q4.2006 of C$8470K for FY2007-FY2012 could not support Magellan
management assertion to PwC / basic analysis by PwC
2 PwC basic mathematics errors / audit testing failures in sales prices in Q4.2006 EAC
3 PwC fail to obtain BETA21A material quotes to support Q4.2006 independent verification and
assumed increases from Q2.2006 – 10% p/a increase from FY2007 to FY2012.
5. Amortisation $ per unit shipped in FY2006 –PwC analysis.. approval of MAC and E&Y prior conduct
Point 4. Other information and Pricing status at August 2006 prior to my termination which is relevant
in Q2.2006 and to my state of knowledge prior to my termination at Toronto Airport.
In referring to the table at Paragraph 8.62 and the increased total revenues of C$8470K (b) from FY2007
– FY2012 between the Q2.006 Estimates at Completion (EAC) and Q4.2006 EAC PwC state at paragraph
8.62 (b) reproduced overleaf …“The increased revenue for the remainder of the programme was due to
management’s assertion that a higher percentage of future sales will be generated in later years, when
MAC can expect to benefit from the impact of compound price escalation…. full PwC table and text
reproduced below. MAC CFO Mr Dekker assertion to PwC in 2007? … when he was challenged that,
whilst it may have been asserted to PwC, it was factually false based on the pricing used in the Q2.2006
and Q4.2006 EAC documents disclosed just before this evidence on 10 June 2009
Judge

It doesn’t look as if they’ve brought that into the equation in terms of the report?

Mr Dekker

They certainly haven’t documented it in that fashion.
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“We are astonished that PwC appeared not to recognize an amber light that flashed so brightly.”
Extract from PwC written evidence to the House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee – at para 24
“Professional scepticism is fundamental to what auditors do. It is defined in auditing standards as “an
attitude that includes a questioning mind, being alert to conditions which may indicate possible
misstatement due to error or fraud, and a critical assessment of audit evidence.” and at para 25
It is the job of the auditor, as established by internationally agreed auditing standards, to challenge
management’s assertions and ensure that they are backed with evidence that is appropriate,
supportable and capable of independent verification. It is not the auditor’s job to develop alternative
views and then try to persuade management to adopt them in preference to theirs.”
FRC/APB – “ Audit is essential to public and investor confidence in companies… The application of an
appropriate degree of professional scepticism is a crucial skill for auditors. Unless auditors are prepared
to challenge management’s assertions they will not act as a deterrence to fraud nor be able to confirm,
with confidence, that a company’s financial statements give a true and fair view.”Mr Paul George – FRC
/POB Director : Daily Telegraph July 2011 “Biggest audit firms hit by scathing regulator’s verdict"
Mr Brian Little
True to type, innumerate accountants PWC {+E&Y} bent “reality” to suit client's needs
Will Edwards stand by Magellan?
Magellan accused of inflating project size
Magellan sails into rough seas – stock pops, former executive threatens action
PwC reported to accounting regulator after taking criticism of client from report
“Financial Control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we have examined is poor and needs
to be improved: this is particularly acute given that MAC is a public company.
Brian Little’s turbulent battle with Magellan Aerospace

By “Forensic Deceit” I mean that it is NOT TRUSTWORTHY, because the intention of PwC, and the effect
of their less than rigorous investigation or audit standards, was to mislead the reader in their “findings
of fact” and conclusions from its “forensic investigation”……..Beyond Belief. As you can hear, should PwC
with their assertion of “great skills in holding a mirror up” actually firstly look in that mirror themselves,
prior to trying to credibly convene and participate in this important public debate?
You may also wish to reflect on their Chairman's Speech, Mr Powell, in Oct 2010 on “Building Public
Trust” and his recognition, as PwC leader, of his “personal responsibility to imbue his organization with
integrity and professionalism”. Also read UK Financial Times letter.
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8.0 Accountancy/Auditors – perceptions of
“independent forensic accountants”
I understand from other people within Big 4 audit
firms that Forensic accounting people consider
themselves to be amongst the “elite” members in
their accounting/audit profession. I also believe
from my research that most lay people would
attribute such roles in such people and firms as
having the following characteristics:
8A Numeracy / finance skills – basic logic and
mathematics – see paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2
8B Reliance on them – comprehensive/thorough =
truth / trust underpinned by independence /
Objectivity –see paragraphs 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5
8C Access to information – global knowledge
management / other audit clients and public
information underpinned by technology in access
to documents and records – see paragraphs 9.6,
9.7 and 9.8
8D Professional scepticism , checking and validity:audit
testing and deep technical skills – paragraphs 9.9 &
9.10

"Both Ernst & Young and
PricewaterhouseCoopers were comfortable
with the manner in which Magellan Aerospace
justified the quantity of units expected to be
delivered. For the sake of clarity we also attach
a document that Magellan has recently
prepared, which shows at a glance the
assessment that would have been carried out
by the auditors in order to satisfy themselves
that the accounting on this matter was
appropriate." - As at Feb 2007
When PwC asked Magellan to prepare
projections based on my information on 29
January 2007 for a total A340 -500/600 build
of 135 aircraft Mr Neill instructed that the
MAC 16 February 2007 Spares numbers be
substantially uplifted by 500%+ to meet the
EAC amortization quantities.

Some of the PwC steps in their act of A340 “Forensic deceit”

Private Eye

9.1 A340 500/600 Pricing
- numeracy and logic The day before the MAC FY2006 financial
9.2 A340 500/600 Volumes/ Quantities - numeracy results were announced Mr Neill told PwC that
and logic
despite his knowledge that the A340 500/600
upgrade programme had been cancelled from
9.3 A340 Customer delivery projections from Airbus – August 2006 in an email that
totally excluded in PwC analysis / assessment
9.4 A340 External Market forecasts from third parties "The Forecast International Data assumes
– PwC not comprehensive / thorough
Airbus will be unavailable to further improve
9.5 Independence/Objectivity – professionally
the A340-500/600 and yet history has seen the
compromised
opposite and the example I would use is the
A300 which first entered service in the early
9.6 A340 500/600 External market forecasts - failure to 1970s and production is only now ceasing. I
access global information
hope this deals with points raised in the
9.7 A340 500/600 Data from other Publications –
telecon tonight."
including the file provided by MAC CEO, Mr Neill
9.8 Airbus Aircraft A340-500/600 “Website” Order
Book - wrong analysis / assessment
9.9 Airbus A340-500/600 Unit Delivery projections failure to check and audit testing validity
9.10A340-500/600 pricing projections – failure to check and audit testing validity
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